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Summary
As COPIOUS takes the lead role in SEO for Sunstone, we started with a comprehensive audit - 

this audit identifies our strategic course of recommended action. COPIOUS takes a holistic 

approach, looking at SEO as a component to the overall online marketing effort. This ensures 

that not only does the site position well in search, but also converts traffic to revenue. 

This audit outlines the items that affect overall search positioning as well as conversions from 

that traffic. It also provided insights into any existing tactics that could have a negative short 

or long-term impact on SEO visibility and conversions. Two additional notes to point out:

Search Engine Focus
Throughout 2011 and into 2012, Google generated the vast 

majority (88%) of organic search traffic. Furthermore, it 

generates almost 92% of all organic search revenue, which 

shows that each visit from Google is relatively more valuable to 

Sunstone than the other search engines.

These results reinforce the strategy to concentrate on Google as  

both the leading driver of organic search traffic, but also a 

higher-value revenue generator.

As a result, our audit findings concentrate heavily on Google’s 

search results. Our experience has shown that an effective SEO 

strategy for Google translates to sounds tactics for the other 

search engines.

Interim & Future-state Websites
While the existing website HTML coding is not search engine friendly, the March interim and 

summer future-state websites will have a fundamental and significant positive impact on the 

SEO accessibility for sunstone.com.

Audit Topics
1. Backlinks and Overall Linking Strategy 

Current status of backlinks & strategy moving forward.

2. Organic Search Positions & Traffic
Overall health of search phrases and traffic to Sunstone website content.

3. Site Content
Addressing frequency of content creation and impact on SEO.

4. Social Engagement & Media Mentions
What Sunstone’s visitors are engaging in the social space.

5. Expanded Site Links
Changes in Google’s search display that creates opportunities for quicklinks.
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1. Backlinks & Overall Linking Strategy
During our analysis we discovered that a high percentage of the backlinks pointing to Sunstone 

were on non-relevant or low quality sites.  The backlinks were in articles written for the sake of 

rankings alone, don’t reflect positively on the Sunstone brand and could cause potential harm 

to Sunstone through the loss of organic traffic / revenue.  In our investigation, it was 

uncovered that many of these articles ended up on paid content farming sites - this points to a 

concerted effort in “blackhat” SEO techniques

Especially given the recent 2011 Google Panda updates (Panda updates are now coming at a 

much quicker clip), there is an increasing large risk with employing strategies that include 

content farming. Google now measures backlinks by the amount of garbage, paid ads, and 

other non-relevant items contained on the page, rather than simply page rank. They also look 

at how many backlinks are contained on that page, as this can be indicative of a link/content 

farm.

Content farming is not a new practice. It’s one that has existed for many years - and it is a 

practice that clearly falls outside Google’s terms of service. Violating those terms of service 

isn’t a legal issue - but it presents a very real risk that Google levies and enforces a search 

results penalty - meaning Sunstone could disappear from organic rankings for an imposed 

period of time

True linking happens naturally over time. If COPIOUS and Sunstone develop high quality 

content that informs the visitor and provides them with useful content, there is clear upside 

from both a customer reputation - but also SEO - perspective.

COPIOUS wants to ensure that Sunstone maintains high level reputation (and thus low risk) 

with other sites and doesn’t appear on sites that have no relevance.  The websites should be 

trusted external sources and contain content only relevant to the PCB/circuit board industry. 

Specific Findings
Over 60% of backlinks are on irrelevant and non-industry sites (content farms)

Content written on backlink sites doesn’t include mention of Sunstone and reflects 
negatively on the brand

The amount of unique domains to total links is higher than we typically expect

The amount of new links that have been appearing each month in 2011 is high enough to 
set off red flags for Google

Sunstone has some very high value .edu and .gov links, written by authoritative figures

Recommendations
The highest SEO priority right now is for COPIOUS to develop a plan to rectify the situation 

with Sunstone’s backlinks. Since there’s a large amount of revenue tied to organic search, the 

downside risk associated with “business as usual” cannot be overstated.
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Sunstone already has a small number of high-quality .edu and .gov links. COPIOUS will focus on 

developing a strong list of additional high-quality domains as well as leading blogs/forums so 

that content can be developed and rolled out for each. 

One opportunity we have right now is to start working on backlinking from the Sunstone 

Forum, hosted externally. The current Sunstone forum contains quite a bit of content and is 

updated more regularly than the web site. We can leverage this in the following ways.

• Review all postings for reference of our search phrases, link those phrases back to the 
Sunstone site

• Develop new content based on what others are talking about and post more regularly, 
ensure content links back to Sunstone. 

2. Organic Search Positions & Traffic
The overall rankings of pages on the Sunstone with regards to specific keywords and phrases 

in an important aspect of the current health of the SEO program. 

While Sunstone ranks for a few non-branded phrases, there isn’t much organic traffic coming 

from those. This can be attributed to several things, including position being too low in the 

results or the titles and descriptions of the pages are not actionable enough.

Specific Findings
Most organic search conversions are for Sunstone-branded keywords

Sunstone does rank for a few non-branded phrases. Industry-specific keywords/phrases 
include, but not limited to:

- circuit board components

- circuit board design

- circuit board layout

- custom pcb

- pcb circuit

- pcb design

- pdb design software

- pcb manufacturing

Organic search traffic accounts for 18% of total site traffic, while paid is 30% - there is a 
great opportunity for bringing these percentages into closer alignment

Google has indexed Sunstone pages, but doesn’t visit often due to lack of new content

Visitors that click the site from an organic search often engage

Meta descriptions don’t contain phrases and are not as actionable as we would like to 
see
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Keyword phrases are not spread out evenly throughout all pages, leaving several pages 
without optimization

Several pages contain duplicate meta titles, rather than unique

Site is missing several opportunities for expanded content and new phrases

There are exceptional opportunities to grow the keyword phrase base

Most of the ranked phases only apply to 4 pages on the site. This creates long-term risk 
if one of these pages were to change or be removed, numerous rankings would be lost. 
Those pages ranked are:

- sunstone.com

- sunstone.com/pcb123

- sunstone.com/products-services/product-comparison

- sunstone.com/pcb-resources.aspx

Additional pages (i.e. beyond the four listed above) for the bulk of the top keywords 
phrases are not fully optimized and do not contain quality descriptions or actionable 
text. 

While the HTML code on the existing Sunstone website is not search engine friendly, the 
interim website (launching in March) will provide a much cleaner - and easily manageable 
- foundation for maintaining SEO accessibility.

Recommendations
Leveraging keywords and phrases on-site is a huge opportunity for Sunstone in 2012. With the 

Sunstone site moving to a flexible CMS in the interim before the new website launches in July, 

there’s substantial opportunity to greatly expand the phrase density throughout the site. 

COPIOUS will utilize several tactics to achieve high rankings as well as long term success.  

These include:

• Increased content

• Update of all meta data on all pages

• Modifications to each page will include keyword placement, proper internal anchor text 
linking as well as clear calls to action

• Evaluation of backlinks to align anchor link text rich keywords
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3. Site Content
Google’s search algorithm was recently updated to reward sites for fresh and timely content. 

This change means that the freshness of content impacts 35% of search results. Sunstone has 

a huge opportunity to jump ahead of the competition by implementing a new content plan.

Specific Findings
Sunstone develops monthly press and news

Google is able to index Sunstone website pages

Content that is updated on a regular basis in the forum, which is hosted on another 
domain

New content being added to site often isn’t optimized for better rankings

Phrases are not equally dispersed throughout the site, preventing all pages from being 
ranked

Site is missing several opportunities for expanded content and new phrases

There are only a handful of highly indexed pages within Google, demonstrating that 
content isn’t being updated regularly enough to give Google reason to crawl more 
regularly.

Recommendations
Sunstone has an opportunity to become the thought leader in this industry by providing 

visitors with content that is useful and effective.  This ever-evolving content will not only 

benefit the visitor but will ensure Google comes back regularly.

Each month, COPIOUS recommends Sunstone write one or two articles, product definitions or 

other page content focused on the phrases we are working towards that month.  We can 

support Sunstone in these writing efforts if needed. 

Once the new site launches in summer 2012, possible integration of the forum onto the main 

sunstone.com domain will go a long way towards creating regularly “fresh” content. It will also 

be beneficial to establish an annual (or at least quarterly) editorial calendar outlining upcoming 

forum postings, news, press, and any other new items we can talk about. One of the items that 

has proven highly effective with this strategy is to stay on top of what others are talking about 

within the industry and respond accordingly. This makes it much easier to establish a content 

calendar.
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4. Social Engagements, Media Mentions
While Sunstone’s customer demographic is diverse, many are very active in online engagement 

tools like forums and social media. Industry forums in this area of the technology sector are 

very active and traffic to social networks around industry-specific terms (e.g. PCB, printed 

circuit boards) is also significant. 

There is an opportunity for Sunstone to develop high-quality branded content for publication 

and distribution in industry blogs, forums, and the social space, all of which will create an 

avenue for engagement with current and prospective customers.

Findings
Customer demographics are diverse, but many are active in industry forums.

Traffic to social networks around industry-specific terms (e.g. PCB, printed circuit 
boards) is significant.

There were 37 Facebook shares of our site with 1 like.

There are five Google + shares.

There are several articles and blog postings written by reputable individuals within the 
PCB space who say very positive things about Sunstone.

Articles written for the sake of backlinks are not in line with the brand and present 
significant risk to Sunstone for all organic traffic.

No effective reputation management program has been implemented or monitored.

Sunstone is missing an opportunity by not engaging on some level in social.

Recommendations
While Sunstone currently doesn’t engage in social efforts, there is great opportunity in starting 

to implement a small brand-specific campaign with Google+ and possibly Facebook. 

COPIOUS recommends engaging with industry-specific Facebook pages and building 

Sunstone’s Google+ profile with links to articles, whitepapers and other worthy content.  This is 

a great opportunity for Sunstone to become the industry leader within their professional 

group.  

This also puts Sunstone at a competitive advantage, as competitors aren’t utilizing social 

networking in an effective manner. Social will also help efforts with keeping rankings positive 

while we work on the backlink removal process. 

Google gives a great deal of credibility to those who are active within the social space. This is 

especially true with Google+ because of how much Google weights activity on there with 

search engine results. COPIOUS recommends leveraging Google+ as part of Sunstone’s social 

strategy, especially for PR, white papers, etc.  
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5. Expanded Site Links
Last year Google rolled out an update to its display of search results that allowed sites to 

group sub-pages underneath a single domain, as show below: 

Google chooses which six will show and doesn’t use the meta titles or other content from the 

page; they are instead written and chosen by Google.  These “quicklinks” allow searchers to 

engage quickly and get where they need to go with one click.

Specific Findings
Live support link shows 24/7/365, which further supports the brand

Two of the site-links shown are direct conversion pages (PCB123 and PCBexpress)

Recommendations
Now that we have a full understanding which pages are indexed and showing within the site 

links, we can take them to the next level.  While we can’t control which pages Google chooses 

for the site links we can control the page content on each, ensuring they fully support the 

Sunstone brand and are actionable.
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